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Abstract

In recent years, there has been a major boom in the development of multimodal
machine learning models. Among open topics, representation (fusion) and genera-
tion of multimodal data are very active fields of research. Recently, multimodal
variational autoencoders have been attracting growing interest for both tasks, thanks
to their versatility, scalability, and interpretability as probabilistic latent variable
models. They are also particularly interesting models in the partially observed
setting, as some models can learn even with missing data. In this article, we present
MultiVae, an open-source Python library designed to bring together unified imple-
mentations of multimodal generative autoencoders models. It has been designed
for easy, customizable use of these models on partially or fully observed data. This
library facilitates the development and benchmarking of algorithms by integrating
several popular datasets, variety of evaluation metrics and tools for monitoring and
sharing models. For each model included, a key result is reproduced to validate our
implementation. We also propose a case study in the less studied partially observed
setting, evaluating the robustness of the models as a function of the missing ratio
in a five-modalities dataset.

1 Introduction

Over the past few years, there has been growing interest for deep generative models and in particular
multimodal models. In particular, Variational Autoencoders (VAEs) [29] have demonstrated promising
results to model complex data distributions such as images or text. Their ability to learn a lower
dimensional representation of potentially high dimensional data makes them attractive models to
perform various tasks such as clustering [12], image synthesis [38], speech modelling [6] or multi-
omics data representation and generation [33]. Initially used in a unimodal setting, VAEs have
also rapidly drawn interest in multimodal contexts as well. Multimodal Variational Autoencoders
aim to embed all the different modalities in a common representation and learn inference encoder
distributions to estimate that embedding from any single modality. This inference of the latent code
then allows to perform cross-modal data generation from any modality. Sampling from a prior
distribution in the latent space would also enable joint generation of all modalities simultaneously,
creating multimodal synthetic samples. So far, many variants of the unimodal VAE have been
proposed to adapt it to the multimodal framework. Among them, we can distinguish the joint encoder
models [46, 50, 40] using a dedicated network to model the joint posterior, aggregated models [41,
54, 43] modelling the joint posterior distribution as an aggregation of the unimodal encoders, and
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coordinated models [51, 24, 47] where different unimodal VAEs are trained per modality while
enforcing the learned latent spaces to share similarity. The flexibility of these models to various
modality types through the choice of encoders and decoders architectures, their scalability to the
number of modalities as well as their interpretability as latent variable models have contributed to the
popularity of multimodal VAEs. For some of them, another advantage is that they can be applied in
a weakly-supervised setting where not all modalities are observed for all samples which can reveal
useful in medical applications for instance.

However, to the best of our knowledge, there exists no unifying framework for those models providing
easy-to-use, flexible implementations while replicating the results given in the original papers. This
absence slows down benchmarking as well as the development of new methods and their deployment
in other application fields. Moreover, the original implementations are often no longer maintained or
only available with hard-coded parameters, making them difficult to adapt and test for other use-cases.
In particular, although many models are theoretically able to learn on partially observed datasets
with missing modalities, most available implementations do not handle that setting. Hence, in this
paper we propose the following contributions:

• We introduce the MultiVae (https://github.com/AgatheSenellart/MultiVae) li-
brary that implements and unifies implementation of multimodal generative autoencoders
proposed in the literature. MultiVae has a modular structure that enables a flexible use of
these models on any dataset with or without missing samples.

• We pay particular attention to the validation of the implementations available in MultiVae by
reproducing one key result from the original publication.

• We propose several small case studies illustrating the flexibility of the proposed library and
its usability for benchmarking and comparison purposes.

2 Multimodal Variational Autoencoders

In Multimodal Machine Learning, two goals are generally targeted: (1) Learn a shared representation
from multiple modalities; (2) Perform cross-modal generation from one modality to another. In the
literature, many models have been proposed to tackle either one or both of these tasks. For instance,
on the one hand, Contrastive Learning approaches [16, 27, 15, 9] impose to learn representations
of the multimodal data that are invariant to modalities and to given transformations of the data.
On the other hand, many models like Pix2Pix and more generally CycleGANs tackle the issue of
cross-modal generation by modelling the conditional distribution of one modality x1 given another
x2, p(x2|x1) [55, 21, 56].

In this paper, we decide to specifically focus on models referred to as Multimodal Generative
Autoencoders [45] which aim at solving both issues at the same time. These models learn a latent
representation z of all modalities in a lower dimensional common space and are able to infer z from
any modality to generate the others. In other words, given a set of observations with M modalities
X = (x1, x2, ...xM ), it is assumed that a shared latent representation z exists, from which all
modalities can be generated with decoding parametric distributions (pθ(xj |z))j∈{1,...,M}. In most
cases, each modality is supposed to be conditionally independent of the others given z such that the
joint model writes:

pθ(X, z) = pθ(X|z)pθ(z) = pθ(z)

M∏
j=1

pθ(xj |z) , (1)

where pθ(z) is a prior distribution set over the latent variables. The choice of the decoding distri-
butions (pθ(xj |z))1≤j≤M depends on the modality type. For instance, for an image modality x1,
pθ(z|x1) can be a Gaussian distribution N (µθ(z),Σθ(z)) with the parameters µθ(z),Σθ(z) being
the output of a decoder neural network taking z as input. In that framework, the two goals mentioned
above translate as follows. First, we want to learn the best possible θ to model the observations.
Second, we want to approximate the inference distributions pθ(z|(xj)j∈S) to infer the latent variable
from any given subset of modalities S ∈ P({1, . . . ,M}). For the sake of scalability to the number
of modalities, most models focus on inferring the unimodal posteriors pθ(z|(xj)) for all modalities
1 ≤ j ≤ M , and then aggregate those distributions with a simple operation to model any subset
posterior pθ(z|(xj)j∈S) [41, 54, 43, 20, 35].
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Estimating the generative model’s parameter θ Given N observations, a natural objective to
estimate θ is to optimize the log-likelihood of the data:

θ∗ = argmax
θ

N∑
i=1

log pθ(X
(i)) = argmax

θ

N∑
i=1

(
log

∫
z

pθ(X
(i), z)dz

)
(2)

Since this objective is often intractable, one can recourse to Variational Inference [25] in a similar
fashion as the Variational Autoencoder (VAE) [29] by introducing an auxiliary parametric distribution
qϕ(z|X) allowing to derive an unbiased estimate of the likelihood of the data:

p̂θ(X, z) =
pθ(X, z)

qϕ(z|X)
such that pθ(X) = Eqϕ(z|X) [p̂θ] . (3)

Then, using Jensen’s inequality allows to derive a lower bound on pθ(X), referred to as the Evidence
Lower Bound (ELBO).

log pθ(X) = logEqϕ(z|X) [p̂θ] ≥ Eqϕ(z|X) [log pθ(X|z)]−KL(qϕ(z|X)||pθ(z)) = L(X) . (4)

This bound is tractable and can be optimized through Stochastic Gradient Descent. Noteworthy, the
first term can be seen as a reconstruction error and the second as a regularization term imposing the
latent codes to follow the prior distribution [14]. The distribution qϕ(z|X) is generally called the
encoder and one may notice that the optimization of the ELBO leads to minimizing the Kullback-
Leibler divergence between the true posterior distribution pθ(z|X) and qϕ(z|X) [29]. While most
Multimodal VAEs use such an auxiliary distribution and optimize Eq. (4) to learn θ, some models
also rely on variations of Eq. (4). For instance, the MMVAE [41] model uses a k-sampled importance
weighted estimate of the log-likelihood (IWAE bound) [7] because it promotes a higher entropy of
the learned posterior qϕ(z|X). Other models such as MoPoE [43], MVTCAE [20], MMVAE+ [35]
use a β factor in the ELBO to weigh the regularization term. That hyperparameter can be tuned to
promote disentanglement in the latent space [19].

Choice of the approximate inference distribution A natural choice is to model qϕ(z|X) as a
Gaussian distribution N (µϕ(X),Σϕ(X)) where a dedicated joint encoder network takes all modal-
ities as input and outputs the parameters µϕ(X),Σϕ(X). By doing so, we obtain an estimation
of θ and an approximation of the joint posterior pθ(z|X) by qϕ(z|X). However, we do not have
access to the unimodal posteriors (pθ(z|xj))1≤j≤M which are needed for cross-modal generation.
Indeed, we want to be able to infer z from any modality to then decode z to generate other modal-
ities. To estimate these posterior distributions, two approaches have been proposed. First, several
models, referred to as aggregated models, suggest to introduce a dedicated encoder qϕj (z|xj) per
modality 1 ≤ j ≤ M , which models the unimodal posterior distribution, and to aggregate them to
model qϕ(z|X). As an example, the MVAE [54] model uses a Product-of-Experts (PoE) operation
qϕ(z|X) ∝ pθ(z)

∏
j qϕj

(z|xj) while the MMVAE [41] model uses a Mixture-of-Experts (MoE)
and the MoPoE-VAE [43] model uses a Mixture of Product of Experts (MoPoE). Such a choice
for qϕ(z|X) allows to obtain trained unimodal inference distributions when optimizing Eq. 4. In
particular, [43] rewrites the ELBO to explicitly highlight how those aggregation methods encourage
the estimated posteriors qϕj

(z|xj) to be close to the true joint posterior pθ(z|X).

Moreover, additional terms might be added to the ELBO to further ensure certain properties of the
unimodal encoders. For instance, the product of experts in the MVAE model may cause some of
the unimodal encoders qϕj (z|xj) to be uninformative if the others already contain all the necessary
information. To solve that issue, the MVTCAE model derives a bound from a Total Correlation
Analysis that adds Conditional Variational Information Bottleneck (CVIB) terms to the ELBO to
avoid that issue [20].

However, aggregated models restrict the flexibility of the inference distribution qϕ(z|X). Hence, other
approaches choose to still use a joint encoder network modeling qϕ(z|X) and introduce additional
terms to Eq. (4) to learn the unimodal approximate posteriors (qϕ(z|xj))1≤j≤M . Some models
introduce similar CVIB terms as used in the MVTCAE [46, 40], while the TELBO model uses
additional unimodal ELBOs terms [50].

Coordinated models A slightly different approach than the one detailed above, referred to as
coordinated models and proposed for instance in [51, 24, 47], does not directly optimize Eq. (4)
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Figure 1: Graphical representation of the three presented types of multimodal VAEs: a) models using
a joint encoder network, b) aggregated models, c) coordinated models. Plain lines represent encoders
and dashed lines represent decoders.

but starts from learning individual representations zj for each modality xj (using unimodal ELBOs)
while enforcing the representations from each modality to be similar zj ≈ zk for paired modalities
xj , xk. This notion of similarity is defined differently depending on the model. Figure 1 summarizes
the graphical models of families of models we have presented here. [45] presents a more in-depth
survey of multimodal generative autoencoders.

Recent developments Recently, methods have been proposed with a more complex generative
model including multiple, separated [31, 42] or hierarchical latent variables [49, 40]. For instance,
having multiple latent spaces allows to improve the diversity in the generation of certain aggregated
models [10]. An additional goal of these models is to separate into different latent spaces the
information shared across modalities from modality specific factors. Models using those multiple
latent variables are sometimes sensitive to the shortcut issue referring to shared information leaking
into the modality specific latent spaces. Recently, the MMVAE+ model was proposed with an
amended ELBO loss to limit that phenomenon [35].

Learning with incomplete datasets An important issue in multimodal machine learning is to
design models that can learn from partially observed data, i.e. datasets where each sample contains
some, but not necessarily all modalities. Models using a joint network encoder for qϕ(z|X) in the
ELBO are not easily adaptable to this setting since the joint network requires all modalities as inputs
to compute the latent representation. On the other hand, aggregated models have a natural extension
to the partially observed setting: for each sample, the ELBO bound can be computed using only
observed modalities:

Eqϕ(z|(xs)s∈Sobs)

[
log

pθ((xs)s∈Sobs
|z)p(z)

qϕ(z|(xs)s∈Sobs
)

]
(5)

with Sobs the subset of observed modalities, and qϕ(z|(xs)s∈Sobs
) being computed by aggregating

the unimodal encoders for observed modalities: qϕs
(z|(xs))s∈Sobs

. Even when the loss is a modified
version of the ELBO, for instance with additional objective terms for the unimodal encoders or an
IWAE bound, it can easily be computed with only the observed modalities. Appendix A summarizes
the loss of the aggregated models we implemented and their adaptation to the partially observed
setting. That setting has been explored by [54, 20] but not for all aggregated models.

3 The MultiVae Library

Why MultiVae? Since they are generic generative methods that are scalable to an arbitrary number
of views, Multimodal VAEs have applications in many different fields: biomedicine [33], fake-news
detection [28] and robotics [22] to cite a few. However, original implementations of the models are not
always available, maintained or easy to adapt to a new use case. Easy to use, flexible and reproducible
implementations in a unified framework is a key step to foster applied research. Furthermore, such
unifying framework promotes the development of new algorithms by facilitating experiments and
benchmark of existing models.

Project Vision Starting from these observations, we created MultiVae, a Python library that
implements Multimodal Autoencoder models in a unified framework. MultiVae is designed with the
following points in mind:
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• Modular and easy to use. The library is designed to be easy to use, even for people that
are beginners in the field of multimodal machine learning. Its modular structure means
that it can be plugged in any Pytorch project with any user-defined dataset and custom
architectures. A complete online documentation is provided along with tutorial notebooks.
A model instance can be created and trained with only a few lines of code.

• Reliable implementations. Most of the implementations have been verified by reproducing
results from original papers (cf. Table 3). This means that the models are implemented
as closely as possible to the original code, including all modelling choices, recommended
training scheme, and implementations details. This way, each model can be used following
the papers’ guidelines. Nonetheless, all options included can also be easily tuned by the user
to experiment with other parameter choices.

• Including data and metrics. Our framework includes easy loading of several datasets
including Mnist-SVHN [11, 34], PolyMNIST [43], CelebA [32] and CUB [17]. For
easy benchmarking of models, we also include modules to visualize results and compute
several metrics: coherences, likelihoods, Fréchet Inception Distance (FID), clustering and
reconstruction metrics. This allows for a unified and straightforward evaluation of models.
By taking work out of data management and metrics computing, our library helps focusing
on model benchmarking and design.

• Monitoring and sharing tools for transparent benchmarks. MultiVae integrates easy
logging of metrics and models configurations on the Wandb [5] platform and straightforward
uploading/downloading of models on the HuggingFace Hub [13]. This allows to perform a
completely open-source and reproducible benchmarking of models.

• A framework compatible with the partially observed setting As mentioned above,
aggregated models can be applied to the setting where the training data is only partially
observed (e.g. missing modalities). That setting was explored in [54, 20], however in
those studies, the available implementations are not flexible enough to handle any arbitrary
partially observed dataset. This is why, in our library, we propose a simple framework for
working with incomplete datasets using any of the aggregated models.

Related work To the best of our knowledge, three available python frameworks exist attempting to
regroup multimodal variational autoencoders implementations in a unified package. The Multimodal
VAE Comparison Toolkit [39] only contains implementations of some of the aggregated models
leaving behind models using a joint encoder network. The Pixyz library [44] regroups generative
models including only two multimodal VAEs: the JMVAE/JMVAE-GAN. Very recently, the multi-
view-ae library [1] was released implementing several Multimodal Autoencoders in a modular way.
This library is the most similar to ours. However, it is not (yet) usable with completely customizable
architectures and does not handle the partially observed setting. Importantly, none of the libraries
mentioned above validated their implementations by reproducing results from the original papers nor
support incomplete datasets.

Code Structure Our implementation is based on PyTorch [37] and is inspired by the architecture
of [8] and [53]. The code has been designed with simplicity in mind, allowing quick and easy model
setup and training, and with a strong emphasis on reproducibility. The implementations of the models
are collected in the module multivae.models. For each of the models, the actual implementation
of the model is accompanied by a configuration as a dataclass gathering the collection of any relevant
hyperparameter which enables them to be saved and loaded straightforwardly. The models are
implemented in a unified way, so that they can be easily integrated within the multivae.trainers.
Like the models, the trainers are also accompanied by a training configuration dataclass used
to specify any training-related hyperparameters (number of epochs, optimizers, schedulers, etc..).
Models that have a multistage training [50, 40] benefit from their dedicated trainer that makes
them as straightforward to use as other models. MultiVae also supports distributed training, allowing
users to train their models on multiple GPUs straightforwardly. Partially observed datasets can be
conveniently handled using the IncompleteDataset class that contains masks informing on missing
or corrupted modalities in each sample. Finally, the MultiVae library also integrates an evaluation
pipeline for all models where common metrics such as likelihoods, coherences, FID scores [18] and
visualizations can be computed in a unified and reliable way.
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Figure 2: Schematic diagram of the MultiVae library.

Furthermore, a significant advantage of the MultiVae library is its capacity to enable users in defining
their own encoder and decoder architectures, which can be supplied as arguments to any implemented
model. This allows the training of any model on any type of modality without affecting the model’s
implementation. This is made possible by the library’s design, which imposes a unified API for
all models. In addition, the library integrates wandb [5], a callback-based experiment tracker that
lets users monitor and compare their model trainings or evaluations using a graphical interface.
MultiVae also supports the sharing of trained models via the Hugging Face Hub[13]. Code examples
in Appendix F illustrates ease of use of these functionalities.

The library is unit-tested with a code coverage above 84 % to ensure code quality and continuous
collaborative development. The main features are illustrated through tutorials made available either
as notebooks or scripts allowing users to get started easily. An online documentation is also made
available at https://multivae.readthedocs.io/en/latest.

Validating our implementation Most models implemented have been validated by reproducing
a key result of the original paper. One experiment presented in the paper was reproduced using
MultiVaE implementation with the same exact architectures and training parameters. Table 3 presents
a summary of reproduced results for each model. More details and visualizations are given in the
Appendix D. The scripts used for reproducing results are available in the library and saved models
can be downloaded from Hugging Face Hub[13]. In addition to the models present in Table. 3, the
TELBO model has been implemented but not yet validated. The library also contains the original
implementations of the JNF and JNF-DCCA models used to produced the results in [40] of which we
are the authors. A brief description of each implemented model is given in Appendix A.

MODEL DATASET METRICS ORIGINAL PAPER VALUES OUR VALUES

JMVAE BINARYMNIST JOINT LIKELIHOOD −86.86 −86.85 ± 0.03
MMVAE MNIST-SVHN COHERENCES 59 ± 11 / 87 ± 2 / 39 ± 3 60 ± 6 /87 ± 2 /38 ± 3
MVAE BINARYMNIST ELBO 188.8 188.3 ± 0.4
MOPOE POLYMNIST COHERENCES 66/77/81/83 67/79/84/85
MVTCAE POLYMNIST COHERENCES 59/77/83/86 64/82/88/91
MMVAE+ POLYMNIST COHERENCE/FID 86.9/92.81 88.6 ± 0.8/93 ± 5

4 Case Study: Training Models on a Incomplete Dataset

Although a few papers have experimented with the partially observed setting [20, 54], most results
on multimodal autoencoders have been obtained on complete and relatively large datasets. The
MNIST-SVHN dataset used in [41, 26] contains (60,000×5 or ×20) samples depending on how
many pairings are done, the CelebA [46, 43] dataset contains 200,000 samples and the PolyMNIST
dataset [46, 35, 20] contains 60,000 training samples. In this section, we propose to compare
models trained on partially observed or small datasets. In sections 4.1 and 4.2 we use the PolyM-
NIST dataset that contains 5 modalities (or views). Each view is an image with a MNIST digit
overlayed on top of a random crop from a background image specific to that view [43]. For each
multimodal sample, the digit in each view has the same numerical value but not the same handwriting.
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Figure 3: PolyMNIST dataset.
Each row presents a modality and
the columns present samples.

To create a partially observed dataset, we simulated a bernoulli
distribution for each of the last four views of each sample. We kept
the view available with probability η and discarded it otherwise. The
first view is kept for all samples to ensure that each sample had at
least one available modality. For η = 1, 0.8, 0.5 we compared
all models with two paradigms: training with all samples even
incomplete ones, or training only on complete samples. In that
second case, the size of obtained datasets were N = 24576 when
η = 0.8 and N = 3750 when η = 0.5.

In all study cases presented below, we test the models on the com-
plete test set containing 10,000 samples.

4.1 Example: cross-modal generation using the MMVAE+
model

As an aggregated model using additional modality specific latent spaces, the MMVAE+ [35] benefits
of a natural adapted objective for the partially observed setting, where for each sample, the objective
is computed for the largest available subset of modalities (cf. Eq. (5)). Using the same architecture
and training paradigm for PolyMNIST as in the original paper, we trained the model on the partially
observed datasets. Presented results are obtained with β = 2.5 in the ELBO. Figure 4 shows that the
model adapts well to this setting and still produces diverse and coherent generations when η = 0.5.
The coherence of cross-modal generation shown on the right part of the figure is defined as the
percentage of matching digits between the conditioning modality and the generated modality. It is
assessed using pretrained classifiers. The advantage of keeping incomplete samples when training the
model is evident as the coherence drops from 0.8 to 0.5 when they are set aside.

Figure 4: Left: Cross-modal generations for the MMVAE+ model. The generations are conditioned
on the first line, then two rows of generations per modality are presented. Right: We plot the mean
coherences of the cross-modal generations as a function of the number of conditioning modalities.
The coherences are averaged over all subsets of a given length. The color of the line indicates the
degree of missing modalities η, the style of the line indicates the training paradigm (keep incomplete
samples or not).

4.2 Comparing metrics across models

In this paragraph, we present results for different models in the partially observed PolyMNIST setting
presented above. The same simple convolutional architectures and latent dimension of 512 were used
for all models as done in [43, 20]. Parameters for each model were chosen according to original
papers and are specified in Appendix B.2. In particular we set β = 2.5 for the MVAE, MoPoE and
MVTCAE models following [43, 20]. However we use the K = 10 sampled version of the MMVAE
objective to follow the author’s guidelines. Note that we do not tune the models’ hyperparameters on
each task but fix them following author’s recommendations and then evaluate the trained models on
different tasks. For all aggregated models, we use the natural adaptation of the objective functions to
the partially observed setting recalled in Appendix A.

Cross-modal generation Figure 5 presents all coherences for cross-modal generations of seven
models, for the three degrees of missing data when training with all samples or only complete samples.
Figure 5 shows that for all aggregated models, learning with all observations gives better results that
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Figure 5: Coherences of cross-modal generation for different degrees of missing data. The accuracies
of cross-modal generations are averaged over conditioning subsets of same length. The presented
results are averaged on four different seeds. The color of the line indicates the model, and the style of
the line indicates the training paradigm: keep all samples or only the complete ones.

Figure 6: FID Scores (↓) for conditional generation of the first modality given all the others. For FID
scores, we recall that lower is better. The results are averaged over four seeds. The color of the bar
plot indicates the training paradigm. The error bars indicates the 0.95 confidence interval.

learning with only the complete observations. This is most remarkable in the case η = 0.5 where the
MMVAE maintains a high accuracy in all cross-modal generations. Figure 5 also allows to evaluate
the robustness of the models on smaller datasets: the plain lines on the right plot (η = 0.5) present the
results of all models when trained on complete, smaller datasets (3750 training samples). The MoPoE,
MVTCAE and JNFDcca models seem to perform best in that setting, whereas the performance of the
JMVAE and MMVAE model are drastically reduced. Figure 6 presents the FID scores of generated
samples for the first modality given all the others. The FID score gives an indication on the diversity
and realism of generated images [18]. Examples of images are presented in Appendix C. Once again,
learning with all samples results in an improved (lower) FID score compared to learning only with
complete ones. When training on smaller datasets, we observe that the FID score tends to increase
for all models while mainly keeping the same ordering; the JNF, JNFDcca, MVTCAE and MVAE
model having the best values.

Figure 7: Joint coherence (↑) and FID (↓) for models trained on the complete dataset (η = 1) using
different samplers in the latent space.
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Joint generation with samplers The most natural way to sample from a generative model latent
space is to use the prior distribution on the latent variables. However, using another, a-posteriori,
estimated sampling distribution on the latent space can lead to improved quality of the generated
samples [14]. In MultiVae, we propose a Gaussian-Mixture Model Sampler (GMM) and a Masked
Autoregressive Flow (MAF) [36] Sampler plugins that can be used to sample from the latent space
of any model. In both cases, the samplers’ parameters are estimated on the training dataset, using
latent codes sampled from qϕ(z|X). Samplers can also be used within the evaluation modules of
MultiVae to compute metrics (coherences and FIDs) on samples generated with one of these samplers.
In particular, to perform data augmentation of a multimodal dataset, joint coherence is a particularly
important metric. On the PolyMNIST dataset, it is defined as the ratio of generated samples having
the same digit for all modalities. Figure 7 presents how joint coherence as well as FID scores can be
drastically improved when using a GMM sampler. Here the GMM performs best for most models,
which also informs on the structure of the latent space: a GMM distribution can have multiple modes
where MAF models a smoother, unimodal distribution. The fact that the GMM works best tends to
indicate that the data is not distributed continuously, across the latent space which is coherent with
the fact that the latent space is large (512 dimensions) in this experiment.

Clustering on the latent representation Finally we investigate, the relevance of the joint latent
representation, taken as the mean of qϕ(z|X), for clustering. Here we perform a K-means [3] on the
training latent embeddings with K = 10. To each cluster is assigned the majority label among the
training samples in that cluster. That model is used to predict the labels for the test set in Figure 8.
As a general comment, we observe that aggregated models tend to perform best on that task and are
able to learn a meaningful representation even with incomplete datasets.

Figure 8: Accuracy of the K-means computing on latent representations for all the models. The color
of the bar specifies the training paradigm. Standard deviations on 4 seeds are indicated.

4.3 Exploring another incomplete dataset

In section 4.2 we compared models on an incomplete dataset where gaps in the data where simulated at
random, independently of the data. In real world incomplete datasets, missingness is often correlated
with the data variables. To further explore the robustness of models to gaps in the data, we simulated
another incomplete dataset where the probability of a modality sample to be missing depends on the
label of the samples: samples with higher labels have a higher chance of being removed. Following
such a principle, we create gaps in the multimodal ’Multimodal Handwritten Digits’ (MHD) dataset
introduced in [49] which contains digits in three modalities; image, sound and trajectory coordinates.
Results for these experiments are given in Appendix E.

5 Conclusion

We have introduced MultiVae, a Python library unifying implementations of multimodal VAEs. The
implementations were verified by reproducing a key result from the original papers and the library
enables a flexible use of the models on new use-cases including incomplete datasets. This library
intends to evolve through time with the addition of more models and tutorials. An interesting addition
would be to include the impartial optimization training paradigm that [23] proposed to improve
performance of aggregated models.
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Impact statement and Ethics MultiVae was designed to foster research and development in the field
of multimodal machine learning and its applications. Like other generative models, ill-intentionned
or misuse of these models might facilitate misinformation. Developing safeguards around this issue
is a crucial and active field of research [30] [2]. Another possible issue is representation biases which
might occur when the models are trained on datasets that contains intrinsic biases [4]. We encourage
users to check the distribution biases that may be contained in their dataset with regard to relevant
sensitive attributes.
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A Details on the models implemented in the library

In this appendix, we provide a brief explanation of each model and, when possible, how they have
been adapted for incomplete datasets in the MultiVae library. Table A summarize key informations
about the models. Note that when a model uses a multistage training, a specific trainer has been
implemented in MultiVae to handle it without further complications. The trainer module suited to
each model is indicated in Appendix F, along with snippets of code.

MODEL TYPE INCOMPLETE
DATA

MULTIPLE LA-
TENT SPACES

MULTISTAGE
TRAINING

HIGHER INFERENCE
TIME

JMVAE JOINT ENCODER,
FIG 1.A)

NO NO NO

TELBO JOINT ENCODER,
FIG 1.A)

NO NO YES

MVAE AGGREGATED, FIG
1.B)

YES NO NO

MMVAE AGGREGATED, FIG
1.B)

YES NO NO

MVTCAE AGGREGATED, FIG
1.B)

YES NO NO

MOPOE AGGREGATED, FIG
1.B)

YES POSSIBLE NO

JNF JOINT ENCODER,
FIG 1.A)

NO NO YES X

JNFDCCA JOINT ENCODER,
FIG 1.A)

NO NO YES X

MMVAE+ AGGREGATED, FIG
1.B)

YES YES NO

Table 1: For each model, we indicate if it is a joint encoder model or an aggregated model. The
relevant diagram depicting the model can be found in Figure 1. We also indicate the possibility to
train with incomplete data, and if they consider multiple latent spaces. For the JNF, JNFDcca models,
we indicate a higher inference time, because Monte-Carlo sampling is involved for infering the latent
code from a subset of modalities when it is not a singleton.

A.1 JMVAE

The JMVAE model [46] is one of the first multimodal variational autoencoders models that were
proposed by [46]. It has a dedicated joint encoder network qϕ(z|X) and surrogate unimodal encoders
qϕj

(z|xj). The JMVAE-KL loss has additional terms to the ELBO to fit the unimodal encoders:

LJMV AE(X) = Eqϕ(z|X) [pθ(z|X)]−KL (qϕ(z|X)||pθ(z))− α

M∑
j=1

KL
(
qϕ(z|X)||qϕj

(z|xj)
)
(6)

Those additional terms are interpreted in [46] in terms of of minimizing the Variation of Information
(VI) between modalities. Another insightful interpretation is provided in [50]. α is the parameter that
controls a trade-off between the quality of reconstruction and the quality of cross-modal generation
[46]. This model has been proposed for only two-modalities, but an extension has been proposed
in [40] for dealing with more modalities. During inference, when M ≤ 2, the subset posteriors
pθ(z|(xj)j∈S) can be approximated by the product of experts (PoE) of the already trained unimodal
encoders qϕ(z|xj)1≤j≤M . Since the unimodal posteriors are normal distributions, the PoE has a
closed-form and can easily be computed.

The original JMVAE model uses annealing during training: which means that a weighting factor that
ponders the regularizations terms is linearly augmented from 0 to 1 during the Nt first epochs.

As it uses a joint encoder network, this model can not be trained with partially observed samples.
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A.2 TELBO

The TELBO [50] model use a joint encoder as the JMVAE but uses the following Triple ELBO loss:

L(X) = Eqϕ(z|X)

[
pθ(z,X)

qϕ(z|X)

]
+

M∑
j=1

Eqϕ(z|xj)

[
pθ(z, xj)

qϕ(z|xj)

]
(7)

It is trained with a two-steps training, first learning the joint encoder and decoders then, training the
unimodal encoders with previous parameters fixed.

As it uses a joint encoder network, this model can not be trained with partially observed samples.

A.3 MVAE

The MVAE model was the first aggregated model proposed by [54]. To solve the scalability is-
sue of the JMVAE model, the MVAE suggest to model the joint posterior as a PoE qϕ(z|X) ∝
p(z)

∏
j qϕj

(z|xj). The ELBO is then optimized:

LMVAE(X) = Eqϕ(z|X) [log pθ(X|z)]−KL(qϕ(z|X)||pθ(z)) (8)

This ELBO can be computed on a subset S by taking only the modalities in the subset to compute the
PoE:

qϕ(z|X) ∝ p(z)
∏
j∈S

qϕj (z|xj) (9)

To ensure all unimodal encoders are correctly trained, the MVAE uses a sub-sampling training
paradigm, meaning that at iteration, the ELBO is computed for several subsets: the joint subset
{1, ..,M}, the unimodal subsets and for K random subsets. For each sample X , the objective then
becomes

LMVAE(X) +
∑
j

LMVAE(xj) +

K∑
k=1

LMVAE((xj)j∈sk) (10)

where sk are random subsets. As an aggregated model, this model can be used in the partially
observed setting. In the partially observed setting, we don’t use the sub-sampling paradigm since the
dataset is naturally sub-sampled, and we compute the ELBO with only the observed modalities in
Sobs(X) : qϕ(z|X) ∝ p(z)

∏
j∈Sobs(X) qϕj (z|xj).

A.4 MMVAE

The MMVAE model [41] uses a mixture-of-experts (MoE) aggregation. It also uses a k-samples
IWAE lower bound. The MMVAE loss writes as follows:

1

M

M∑
j=1

Ez(1),...z(k)∼qϕj
(z|xj)

[
log

1

K

∑
k

pθ(z
(k), X)

qϕ(z|X)

]
(11)

Note the sum over the modalities; for each sample X , K latent codes are sampled from qϕk
(z|xj) for

each 1 ≤ j ≤ M . In total M ×K latent codes are sampled per data-point. The original MMVAE
model uses Laplace posteriors while constraining their scaling in each direction to sum to D, the
dimension of the latent space. This favours disentanglement in the latent space [41].

A DreG estimator [48] is used to train the IWAE objective.

To use this model in the partially observed setting, it suffices to sum over the available modalities and
to take the mixture of experts qϕ(z|X) over the available modalities as well.

For instance, if Sobs(X) is the subset of observed modalities for sample X the loss becomes:

1

|Sobs(X)|
∑

j∈Sobs(X)

Ez(1),...z(k)∼qϕj
(z|xj)

[
log

1

K

∑
k

pθ(z
(k), X)

qϕ(z|X)

]
(12)

with the joint posterior qϕ(z|X) computed as the mixture of available experts.
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A.5 MoPoE-VAE

The MoPoE-VAE [43] suggest to combines the advantages of the two models above by using a
Mixture of Product of Experts. Formally, for each subset S ∈ P({1, . . . ,M}) a PoE distribution is
defined q̃ϕ(z|(xj)j∈S) = PoE((qϕj

(z|xj))j∈S). Then the joint posterior is defined as:

qϕ(z|X) =
1

2M − 1

∑
S∈P ({1,...,M},S ̸={}

q̃ϕ(z|(xj)j∈S)

. The ELBO is optimized:

L(X) = Eqϕ(z|X) [ln pθ(X|z)]−KL(qϕ(z|X)|pθ(z)) (13)

The MoPoE loss resemble the MVAE subsampled objective with several notable differences:

• The MoPoE objective includes all subsets while the MVAE objective only include the joint,
unimodal subsets and K others random subsets.

• The Product of experts in MoPoE does not include the prior distribution except for the entire
subset S = {1, . . . ,M}.

• In the MVAE subsampled objective, all the subsampled ELBOs are computed for each
datapoint X . In the MoPoE objective, for each datapoint a subset is sampled at each
iteration and only that subset ELBO is computed.

The MoPoE uses a β parameter to tune the regularization in the ELBO. To adapt this model to
the partially observed setting, the loss is computed with all available subsets S ∈ Sobs(X), where
Sobs(X) is the set of observed modalities for the sample X at hand, instead of all subsets S ∈
P ({1, . . . ,M}.

A.6 MVTCAE

The MVTCAE [20] model uses a PoE in a similar fashion as the MVAE but without the prior:

qϕ(z|X) ∼
∏
j

qϕj (z|xj) (14)

The MVTCAE loss is derived from a Total Correlation Analysis and writes as follows:

L(X) =
M − α

M
Eqϕ(z|X) [log pθ(X|z)]

− β

(1− α)KL(qϕ(z|X)||pθ(z)) +
α

M

M∑
j=1

KL(qϕ(z|X)||qϕj
(z|xj)

 (15)

Although this loss derives from a different analysis, it uses same terms that in the JMVAE model. A β
factor weighs the regularization, while the α parameters is used to weight out the different divergence
terms: the Kullback-Leilbler divergence of the joint encoder to the prior refered to as Variational
Information Bottleneck (VIB), and the Kullback-Leibler divergence between posteriors referred to as
Conditional Variational Information Bottlenecks (CVIB).

For the partially observed setting, we follow the authors’ indications setting the variance for the
missing modalities’ decoders to ∞ which amounts to setting the reconstruction loss to 0 for those
modalities. The KL terms for missing modalities are also set to 0.

A.7 JNF, JNFDcca

The JNF, JNFDcca [40] models use a joint encoder to model qϕ(z|X) and surrogate unimodal
encoders qϕj

(z|xj) for 1 ≤ j ≤ M .

For the JNF model, the loss used is the same as the JMVAE (with α = 1) but the unimodal encoders
qϕj

(z|xj) are modelled with Masked Autoregressive Flows [36] to improve the flexibility and
correctness of the inference.
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LJNF (X) = Eqϕ(z|X)

[
pθ(z,X)

qϕ(z|X)

]
−

M∑
j=1

KL(qϕ(z|X)||qϕj
(z|xj)) (16)

For the JNFDcca model, the unimodal encoders distributions are conditioned not on the modality
samples directly but on a DCCA embedding: qϕj (z|fj(xj)) where fj(xj) are pretrained DCCA
embeddings for j = 1, ..M . The loss then writes:

LJNFDcca(X) = Eqϕ(z|X)

[
pθ(z,X)

qϕ(z|X)

]
−

M∑
j=1

KL(qϕ(z|X)|qϕj (z|fj(xj)) (17)

Conditioning on DCCA embeddings allows improve coherence by extracting the shared information
relevant for cross-modal generation.

Those two models are trained with a two-steps training as the TELBO model; first the joint encoder
and decoders are trained, and then those parameters are fixed while the unimodal encoders are trained.
This two steps training replaces the α parameter in the original JMVAE loss.

A.8 MMVAE+

The MMVAE+ model [35] is an aggregated model that uses multiple latent spaces : z is the latent
code shared accross modalities and wj is private latent code of modality j for 1 ≤ j ≤ M .

It has twice as many encoders as the MMVAE: qϕzm
(z|xm) is the encoder for shared latent code

given the modality m, qϕwm
(wm|xm) is the encoder for private latent code given the modality m.

It also uses specific prior distributions for each private latent spaces rn(wn) with a scale parameter
that is tuned.

As for the MMVAE, the joint posterior for the shared latent code is a mixture of experts of the
unimodal posteriors:

qϕz
(z|X) =

1

M

M∑
m=1

qϕzm
(z|xm) (18)

The loss of the MMVAE+ model then writes as follows:

1

M

M∑
m=1

E z1::K
m ∼qϕzm

(z|xm)

w1::K
m ∼qϕwm

(z|wm)

w̃1::K
n̸=m∼rn(wn)

log
1

K

K∑
k=1

Dβ
Φ,Θ(X, zk, w̃k

1 , w̃
k
2 , .., w

m
2 , .., w̃k

M ) (19)

with

Dβ
Φ,Θ(X, zk, w̃k

1 , w̃
k
2 , .., w

m
2 , .., w̃k

M ) =
pθm(xm|zk, wk

m)(p(zk)p(wk
m))β

(qϕz (z
k|X)qϕw−m(wk

m|xm))β

∏
n ̸=m

pθn(xn|zk, w̃k
n)

(20)

It uses a k-importance sampled estimator of the likelihood and a β factor that can be tuned to promote
disentanglement in the latent space. In this objective function, the modality private information wm is
only used for self reconstruction and not for cross-modal generation. For cross modal reconstruction,
only the shared latent code can be used which forces it to contain the information shared across
modalities.

For the partially observed case, that loss can be computed using only available sample instead of all
modalities.

For instance if we only observe modalities in Sobs(X) the computed loss for sample X becomes:
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1

|Sobs(X)|
∑

m∈Sobs(X)

E z1::K
m ∼qϕzm

(z|xm)

w1::K
m ∼qϕwm

(z|wm)

w̃1::K
n ̸=m∼rn(wn)

log
1

K

K∑
k=1

Dβ
Φ,Θ(X, zk, w̃k

1 , w̃
k
2 , .., w

m
2 , .., w̃k

M ) (21)

with

Dβ
Φ,Θ(X, zk, w̃k

1 , w̃
k
2 , .., w

m
2 , .., w̃k

M ) =
pθm(xm|zk, wk

m)(p(zk)p(wk
m))β

(qϕz
(zk|X)qϕwm

(wk
m|xm))β

∏
n ̸=m

pθn(xn|zk, w̃k
n)

(22)
computed with the joint posterior computed with available modalities:

qϕz
(z|X) =

1

|Sobs(X)|
∑

m∈Sobs(X)

qϕzm
(z|xm) (23)

B Technical details on the experiments

B.1 PolyMMNIST dataset

In Figure B.1, we plot example images of the incomplete PolyMNIST dataset used in the experiments.

Figure 9: Examples from a complete PolyMNIST dataset and an incomplete one obtained with
η = 0.5. Each row represents a modality and each column a sample.

B.2 Architectures

We use Laplace decoder distribution for all five modalities, with scaling parameter σ = 0.75 and a
latent dimension of size 512, as done in [43, 20, 35].

The convolutional architectures used in section 4.2 are very similar to the ones used in [43, 20].
Figure 10 describes the encoders and decoders architectures used on the PolyMNIST images.

For more details on the training of each model, we refer to the scripts available at https://github.
com/AgatheSenellart/nips_experiments.

B.3 Retrieving trained models

All models trained in this project are hosted on the HuggingFace Hub and can be downloaded. For in-
stance see https://huggingface.co/asenella/mmnist_MMVAEconfig2_seed_0_ratio_02_
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Figure 10: The encoder, decoder architectures used for the comparison between models in section
4.2.

i. Each run has a specific id corresponding to its configuration. To see how to retrieve them all,
please look at the file ’eval_hf_models.py’ as well the ’README.md’ in the github repository of the
project: https://github.com/AgatheSenellart/nips_experiments.

C Additional experimental results

C.1 Visualization of generated samples

C.1.1 Conditional generation and reconstruction

In this section, we present conditionally generated samples for all models, for the different degrees of
missing data (best viewed with zoom). For the aggregated models, presented samples corresponds to
models trained using all, even incomplete samples. For the joint encoder models that don’t handle
missing data, the presented samples correspond to models trained only on complete samples.

In Figure. 11, we condition on two modalities (presented as the first two rows) to infer a latent code
and reconstruct all modalities from that latent code.

In Figure. 12, we condition on all five modalities (presented as the first five rows) to infer a latent
code and reconstruct all modalities from that latent code.

C.1.2 Unconditional generations

Figure 13 presents unconditionally generated samples, when sampling the latent code from a), the
prior and b) a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) with 10 components, fit on training latent codes (best
viewed with zoom). For all models, the generated samples are much more realistic and coherent
when using the GMM sampler.
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Figure 11: Conditional generation for all models for different η. For aggregated models, we present
the results when training on all samples even incomplete ones. For joint encoder models, we only
use complete samples. The first two lines are the conditioning images, while all the next rows are
generated images.
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Figure 12: Joint reconstruction of all modalities simultaneously. For aggregated models, we present
the results when training on all samples even incomplete ones. For joint encoder models, we only use
complete samples. The first five lines are the conditioning images, while all the next rows present the
reconstructions.

Figure 13: Unconditional generation sampling a) from the prior, b) from the Gaussian Mixture Model
Prior. This generation are obtained in the case η = 1. Note that each column represent samples
generated from the same shared latent code, and therefore are supposed to be coherent meaning
sharing digit information.

C.2 Joint likelihoods for all models

In Figure 14 we present computed likelihoods for all models and all configurations. The likelihoods
are computed by taking the joint posterior qϕ(z|X) as importance sampling distribution and 1000
importance samples for all datapoints.

We see that joint encoders models and the MVTCAE tend to obtain better joint likelihoods values.

Figure 14: Negative log likelihoods for all models and configurations, averaged on 4 seeds.
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C.3 Training times for all models

In Table. 2 we indicate approximate training times for the experiments in 4.2 with η = 1. To
do so, we have used the training curves available in the Wandb workspace https://wandb.ai/
multimodal_vaes/compare_on_mmnist/ to get the number of epochs necessary for each model
to reach convergence and the average computing time for each epoch. Note that the training time for
each model may vary depending on the GPU used, the architectures, and the dataset.

MODEL TIME FOR ONE EPOCH NUMBER OF EPOCHS FOR CONVERGENCE TIME FOR CONVERGENCE

JMVAE 19S 200 61 MIN
MMVAE (K=10) 85S 50 71 MIN
MVAE 24S 200 80 MIN
MOPOE 24S 150 59 MIN
MVTCAE 14S 400 92MIN
JNF 13S 500 108 MIN
JNFDCCA 10S 700 112MIN

Table 2: Approximate training times for each model to reach convergence on the validation set. The
indicated values refer to the experiments in paragraph 4.2, obtained in the complete dataset scenario
(η = 1.0). For the JNF and JNFDcca model that have a multistage training, the values refer to the
entire training process. The GPUs used for those values are Quadro RTX 6000.

C.4 Inference times for all models

In Table. 3 we provide a comparison in inference times for all models trained in the case-study 4.2
with η = 1.0, and seed = 0. As expected the JNF, JNFDcca models have a larger inference time since
it uses Monte-Carlo Sampling when infering the latent code from a subset of modalities that is not a
singleton [40].

NUMBER OF INPUT MODALITIES MVTCAE MOPOE MMVAE JNFDCCA JNF JMVAE

1 0.05 0.08 0.04 0.95 1.16 0.06
2 0.03 0.07 0.03 12.54 20.75 0.04
3 0.04 0.09 0.03 19.17 31.75 0.04
4 0.05 0.08 0.03 26.01 42.26 0.05
5 0.06 0.07 0.03 0.03 0.06 0.06

Table 3: Inference time in seconds to generate all modalities from a subset of modalities for a
minibatch of a hundred samples. These results are obtained on CPU.

C.5 Reconstruction metrics for all models

In this section, we provide metrics that quantify the quality of the reconstructions for each model, in
each scenario of the case study. To compare original and reconstructed images, we use two different
metrics:

• The Mean Squared Error (MSE) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mean_squared_
error that is summed over the image’s pixels.

• The Structural Similarity Index Measure (SSIM) (https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Structural_Similarity) [52]

The SSIM metric was constructed to better reflect human perception of resemblance between images
than MSE. [52]

C.5.1 Unimodal reconstructions

First we investigate the quality of reconstructed images when using the unimodal posteriors to
reconstruct each modality independently of the others. More specifically, for each modality 1 ≤
j ≤ M , we sample a latent code z ∼ qϕj (z|xj) from the unimodal posterior and reconstruct the
modality sample by taking the mean of the decoder distribution pθ(xj |z). Figure. 15 present the MSE
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Figure 15: MSE (↓) averaged over the 5 modalities for unimodal reconstructions. We present the
mean over four seeds with standard errors. For this metric, smaller is better.

Figure 16: SSIM (↑) averaged over the 5 modalities for unimodal reconstructions. We present the
mean over four seeds with standard errors. For this metric, higher is better.

values, averaged over the five modalities for the entire test set of PolyMNIST. Similarly, Figure. 16
presents the SSIM values, averaged over the five modalities for the entire test set of PolyMNIST.
The JNFDcca model is the worst performing model for those metrics, which is coherent with the
model design. In this method the unimodal posteriors learned are qϕj

(z|fj(xj)) are conditioned on
the DCCA representation of the modality which extract the information shared accross modalities.
The unimodal posteriors in that model are designed to perform well in cross-modal generation but
not in the reconstruction task.

C.5.2 Joint reconstruction

Secondly, we present results for the joint reconstruction of all the modalities. To be precise, we
sample a latent code z ∼ qϕ(z|(xj)1≤j≤M ) from the joint posterior distribution and reconstruct
all modalities from this latent code by taking the mean of each decoder distribution pθ(xj |z) for
1 ≤ j ≤ M .

Figure. 17 presents the MSE for joint reconstruction, while Figure. 18 show the SSIM for joint
reconstruction. Both metrics are computed over the entire test set and averaged over the four seeds.

For joint reconstruction, the MMVAE is the worst performing model because reconstructed images
are somewhat averaged and do not preserve the background as can be seen in Figure. 12. On the
other hand, we note that the MVTCAE obtain excellent values, even in with incomplete datasets.

D Details on the reproduction of previous results

D.1 JMVAE

To validate the JMVAE model, we reproduce the experiment on the binary MNIST dataset. For this
dataset, the images are randomly binarized (with bernoulli laws that have for parameters the intensity
of the grey-level MNIST images) at each epoch.
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Figure 17: MSE (↓) for joint reconstruction. We present the mean over four seeds with standard
errors. For this metric, smaller is better.

Figure 18: SSIM (↑) for joint reconstruction. We present the mean over four seeds with standard
errors. For this metric, higher is better.

The script used for reproducing this model is under "/reproducing_experiments/jmvae" in https:
//github.com/AgatheSenellart/nips_experiments.

The wandb training runs can be visualized on wandb at https://wandb.ai/multimodal_vaes/
reproduce_jmvae, with some sample images.

Three pretrained models can be downloaded from HuggingFace Hub at:

• https://huggingface.co/asenella/reproduce_jmvae_seed_1

• https://huggingface.co/asenella/reproduce_jmvae_seed_2

• https://huggingface.co/asenella/reproduce_jmvae_seed_8

Validation scripts in https://github.com/AgatheSenellart/nips_experiments detail how
to load the models.

The metric we reproduced is the likelihood of the image modality log p(x) where x is the image using
the joint posterior qϕ(z|x, y) as the importance sampling distribution. We obtain −86.85± 0.03 on
three different runs while the value presented in the original paper is −86.86.

D.2 MMVAE

For the MMVAE model, we reproduce the MNIST-SVHN experiment. The metrics we focus on
reproducing are the accuracies of cross-modal generation. The values presented in the original paper
are 86.4% for (MNIST −→ SVHN) and 69.1 for (SVHN −→ MNIST). However those results are
obtained on one specific seed. When running the original code on four different seeds, we obtain
87± 2 and 59± 11.

Using our implementation, we obtain similar values; 60± 6 and 87± 2 when averaging on four seeds
as well. We also obtain similar joint generation coherence: 39 ± 3 with the original code, 38 ± 3
with our implementation.
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The script used for reproducing the experiment are available under /reproducing_experiments/mmvae
in https://github.com/AgatheSenellart/nips_experiments.

One trained model is available at https://huggingface.co/asenella/reproduce_mmvae_
model.

The training runs of the four models used for reproduction can be visualized at https://wandb.ai/
multimodal_vaes/reproducing_mmvae.

D.3 MVAE

For the MVAE model, we reproduce the Binary MNIST experiment using the same dataset as for the
JMVAE experiment. Unfortunatly we weren’t able to reproduce the likelihoods presented in the paper,
as the code for computing the likelihoods have not been made available by the authors. Therefore we
validated our implementation by running the original code and our code, and comparing the final
ELBO values on the test dataset: we obtain 188.8 with the original code and 188.3± 0.4 with our
implementation.

The script used for reproducing the experiment are available under /reproduc-
ing_experiments/mvae/mnist in https://github.com/AgatheSenellart/nips_experiments.

The runs can be visualized on Wandb at https://wandb.ai/multimodal_vaes/reproduce_
mvae_mnist.

The trained models can be retrieved on the HuggingFace Hub under:

• https://huggingface.co/asenella/reproduce_mvae_mnist_0
• https://huggingface.co/asenella/reproduce_mvae_mnist_1
• https://huggingface.co/asenella/reproduce_mvae_mnist_2

D.4 MoPoE

For the MoPoE model, we reproduce the PolyMNIST experiment. We focus on reproducing the
cross-modal generation coherence, averaged on three different runs.

The script used for reproducing the experiment are available under /reproducing_experiments/mopoe
in https://github.com/AgatheSenellart/nips_experiments.

The runs can be visualized on Wandb at https://wandb.ai/multimodal_vaes/reproducing_
mopoe.

The trained models can be retrieved at

• https://huggingface.co/asenella/reproducing_mopoe_seed_0
• https://huggingface.co/asenella/reproducing_mopoe_seed_1
• https://huggingface.co/asenella/reproducing_mopoe_seed_2

The coherences presented in 3 are averaged on the five runs and correspond to Figure 3. in the original
paper. The results we obtain on our side are slightly better than the ones obtained in the original paper.
After investigating the original code, we found that this small discrepancy comes from forgetting
setting the classifiers in eval mode in the original code.

D.5 MVTCAE

For the MVTCAE model we also reproduce the PolyMNIST experiment using the same dataset as
the one used in MoPoE.

The script used for reproducing the experiment are available under /reproducing_experiments/mvtcae
in https://github.com/AgatheSenellart/nips_experiments.

The runs can be visualized on Wandb at https://wandb.ai/multimodal_vaes/reproducing_
mvtcae.

The trained models can be retrieved at
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Figure 19: FID values computed on three seeds with the standard deviations plotted as error bars.
This Figure is the reproduction of the rightmost graph of Figure 2. in the original paper.

• https://huggingface.co/asenella/reproducing_mvtcae_seed_0

• https://huggingface.co/asenella/reproducing_mvtcae_seed_1

• https://huggingface.co/asenella/reproducing_mvtcae_seed_2

For this model, in addition to the cross-modal coherences we also computed the FID values that are
presented 19 and are similar to the ones presented in the rightmost plot of Figure 2 in the original
paper [20].

D.6 MMVAE+

To validate the MMVAE+ model, we reproduce the PolyMNIST experiment using the same dataset
as above with K = 1 and β = 2.5.

The script used for reproducing the experiment are available under /reproduc-
ing_experiments/mmvae_plus in https://github.com/AgatheSenellart/nips_
experiments.

The runs can be visualized on Wandb at https://wandb.ai/multimodal_vaes/reproducing_
mmvae_plus.

The trained models can be retrieved at

• https://huggingface.co/asenella/reproduce_mmvaep_K__1__seed_0

• https://huggingface.co/asenella/reproduce_mmvaep_K__1__seed_1

• https://huggingface.co/asenella/reproduce_mmvaep_K__1__seed_2

In table 3, we compared the mean coherence from one modality to another and the mean FID
generating each modality from the prior. We found 88.6± 0.8 for the coherences, a value close to the
one in the paper 86.9± 1.3, and 93± 5 for the unconditional FID reported at 96± 2 in the paper. In
the original paper, those values can be found in Appendix G. Table 3.

E Additional experimental results on the MHD dataset

E.1 The Multimodal Handwritten Digits dataset

The ’Multimodal Handwritten Digits’ (MHD) introduced in [49] contains 4 modalities:

• Image: gray digit images with one channel and size (28,28)

• Audio: spectrograms images with shape (1,32,128)

• Trajectory : flat arrays with 128 values
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• Label : 10 categorical values

In our experiments, we don’t use the label modality to make the task more challenging.

E.2 Incomplete version of the MHD dataset

To create an incomplete version of this dataset, we defined missing probabilities for each modality,
depending on the label.

• For the image modality, we kept all samples.
• For the audio modality, the missing probabilities were evenly distributed between 0.1 for the

class 0 and 0.8 for the class 9.
• For the trajectory modality, the missing probabilites were evenly distributed between 0.3

(for the class 0) and 0.4 (for the class 9).

This procedure creates an incomplete dataset of type MAR (Missing at Random) while the incomplete
dataset in section 4.2, was of type MCAR (Missing Completely At Random). It is more realistic and
more challenging as it creates imbalance between the classes.

E.3 Architectures and training parameters

On the complete dataset we train seven models while on the incomplete dataset we only train the
5 aggregated models available in the library. We use Normal decoder distributions for all three
modalities and a latent dimension of size 64. For MMVAE+ that uses private and shared latent
spaces, the shared space is of size 32 and each private latent space has size 32. We use the same
encoders and decoders architectures for all models. Those architectures are very close to the ones
used in [49], except that we don’t pretrain the architectures for the audio modality. The MMVAE,
and MMVAE+ models are trained with K = 10. For models that had a β parameter we tried
three values β ∈ [0.5, 1, 2.5]. β = 0.5 was the best parameter for all models on the complete
dataset and so we used that parameter on the incomplete dataset as well. The code used for the
experiments is available at https://github.com/AgatheSenellart/nips_experiments and
all training parameters can be retrieved on the Wandb workspaces:

• For the complete dataset: https://wandb.ai/multimodal_vaes/MHD
• For the incomplete one: https://wandb.ai/multimodal_vaes/incomplete_MHD

E.4 Experimental results

E.5 Metrics

E.5.1 Coherences

In Figure. 20, we present the mean coherences results for all trained models. The coherences are
averaged over all classes and modalities. In Figure. 21 we present detailed coherences results for each
label for models trained on the incomplete dataset. As expected, higher labels have lower coherences
as they were more often missing in this dataset.

From the results in Figure. 20 it seems that the MMVAE and MMVAE+ model with (K=10) are less
robust in this setting than the MVTCAE and MoPoE model.

E.5.2 Reconstruction metrics

Reconstruction metrics are presented for the models trained on the complete dataset in Figure. 22
and the incomplete one in Figure. 23. On both the complete and incomplete dataset, it seems that the
MoPoE, MVTCAE and MVAE model reach the best reconstructions metrics.

E.5.3 Quantitative evaluation of the diversity of generations

Finally we present metrics to quantify the diversity of the cross-modality generation. In the case-study
presented in 4.2 we used the Fréchet Inception Distance to quantify this diversity. However in the
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Figure 20: Coherence results for models trained on the complete dataset (on the left) and the
incomplete dataset (on the right). The x-axis indicates the number of input modalities for computing
the coherences. For zero input modalities, it is the joint coherence value when sampling from the
prior that is plotted. Each value is averaged on four different seeds.

.

Figure 21: Detailed coherences results per classes, on the incomplete dataset, when generating from
one modality to another. The results are averaged over all possible pairs of modalities. Standard
errors on the four different seeds are shown. As expected the coherence is decreased for higher labels
that were more often missing.

Figure 22: Reconstruction metrics for the models trained on the complete MHD dataset. On the left,
we present the MSE (lower is better) and on the right the SSIM (higher is better). The models are
averaged over four seeds. For both the audio and image modality, we sample a latent code from the
considered modality and reconstruct it.

case of the MHD dataset, the Inception network is not appropriate to quantify the diversity of the
different modalities. Indeed, the Inception network is trained on natural images and the MHD dataset
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Figure 23: Reconstruction metrics for the models trained on the incomplete MHD dataset. On the
left, we present the MSE (lower is better) and on the right the SSIM (higher is better). The models
are averaged over four seeds. For both the audio and image modality, we sample a latent code from
the considered modality and reconstruct it.

contains a black and white image modality along with audio and trajectory modalities. Therefore,
we used the methodology used in [49] to quantify the diversity of the generations. For each class of
each of modality, we trained a dedicated unimodal variational encoder. Then we used these encoders
to compute latent representations of each original sample and cross-modal generated sample and
compute a Mean Fréchet Distance between the true and generated distributions in the encoding space.
More specifically, for every pair of modalities, and for each class of samples in the test set:

• We encoded the first modality with the dedicated pretrained encoder.
• We used the second modality to conditionally generate samples in the first modality.
• We encoded the generated samples with the same pretrained encoder.
• We computed the Fréchet Distance to compare the distribution of encodings of the true and

generated samples.

In Figure. 24, we present Mean Fréchet Distance results for each model trained on the complete and
incomplete dataset.

Figure 24: Mean Fréchet distance (lower is better) results for each model in the complete and
incomplete setting. We average the Fréchet distance accross modalities and labels. The presented
results are averaged on 4 seeds.

Interestingly we notice that for the MoPoE and MVAE model, the Mean Fréchet Distance are smaller
when the models are trained on the incomplete dataset instead of complete one. These models seem
to benefit from the gaps in the data which is already something that is known for the MVAE model
that even uses a subsampling training paradigm to benefit from that effect [54]. As in the case study
presented in 4.2, we see that joint models (JNF and JMVAE) as well as the MVTCAE reach the best
performances in terms of the diversity of generated samples.
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All codes used to compute these metrics are provided at https://github.com/
AgatheSenellart/nips_experiments.

E.6 Visualization of generated samples and reconstructions

We present some examples of conditionally generated samples and reconstruction for each model
trained on the complete dataset (in Figure. 25 and Figure. 27) and on the incomplete dataset (Figure. 26
and figure. 28).

E.7 Retrieving models on the HuggingFace Hub

All models trained in this project are made available on the HuggingFace Hub and can be down-
loaded. For instance see: https://huggingface.co/asenella/incomplete_mhd_MMVAE_
beta_5_scale_True_seed_1.

Each run has a specific id corresponding to its experiment’s configuration. To see how to retrieve them
all, please look at the python file ’compute_mfd.py’ in the github repository of the project: https://
github.com/AgatheSenellart/nips_experiments in either the folder ’Comparison_on_MHD’
or the folder ’Comparison_on_incomplete_MHD’.
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Figure 25: For each model, we sample a latent code from the audio modality to conditionally generate
images and reconstruct the audio spectrogram. 32



Figure 26: For each model trained on the incomplete dataset, we sample a latent code from the audio
modality to conditionally generate images and reconstruct the audio spectrogram.
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Figure 27: For each model trained on the complete dataset, we sample a latent code from the image
modality and reconstruct the image from that latent code.

Figure 28: For each model trained on the incomplete dataset, we sample a latent code from the image
modality and reconstruct the image from that latent code.
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F How to use MultiVae ? Basic examples.

In Table. 4 we provide basic indications to use each model in MultiVae. You can find additional
details in the MultiVae documentation.

MODEL SUITED MULTIVAE TRAINER ARCHITECTURAL COMPONENTS
JMVAE BASETRAINER JOINT ENCODER
TELBO TWOSTEPSTRAINER JOINT ENCODER
MVAE BASETRAINER /

MMVAE BASETRAINER /
MVTCAE BASETRAINER /

MOPOE BASETRAINER /
JNF TWOSTEPSTRAINER JOINT ENCODER, FLOWS

JNFDCCA ADDDCCATRAINER JOINT ENCODER, DCCA NETWORKS, FLOWS
MMVAE+ BASETRAINER EACH ENCODER MUST OUTPUT THE SHARED AND PRIVATE LATENT VARIABLE

Table 4: For each model, we present the MultiVae trainer that it must be used with to respect original
guidelines from the authors. The second column mentions the architectural components used in each
model in addition to the encoders, decoders for each modality. For each architectural component a
default version is provided but can be customized by the user. See the example codes in Figures ??

In Figure 29, we present a simple snippet of code on how to create a model (in the example a
JMVAE model) and train it. This examples also illustrate how to integrate Wandb monitoring and
HuggingFace model sharing in just a few lines.

For a model using a more complex training (for instance multistage), you simply have to adapt the
trainer according to 4. Figure 30 provides another code example using a two-steps trainer.

Finally, Figure 31 provides a last example of code that shows how to evaluate the models, with quick
loading from HuggingFace Hub and metric computing with the MultiVae metrics modules.
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Figure 29: Simple example code on how to create a model and train it in MultiVae.
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Figure 30: Simple example code that shows how to train the JNF model using the dedicated
TwoStepsTrainer class.
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Figure 31: Simple example code that shows how to reload a model with AutoModel and compute
metrics.
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